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Characters
sylvia [top dog and mother of cressida]

cressida [daughter of sylvia and next in line]

punkbird x 

punkbird y

axel [torana’s brother]

torana [axel’s sister]

jude [mother of corolla]

corolla [daughter of jude]

faith [mother of torana and axel]

cedric

taragopeoplemover: the driver

the stranger [the boy]
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  [on an endless flat plain is bustown, a circle of buses, some 
  rusted cars and a truck, a faded ice cream van, bus and 
  car parts, tyres and things fallen off or out of moving 
  vehicles. stuffed bears, ponies and flies everywhere. 
  partially hidden under a faded circus tent in the middle of 
  it all is greengarden where insects frolic and pigeonmelons 
  flourish.]
  [stand on doubledeckerbus and you can see the 
  surrounding plain, empty except for a gash that was once 
  the highway and now a crumbling scar. above, punkbirds 
  circle in the sky, shrieking before they come back to their 
  post on the top of doubledeckerbus.]
  [folk in bustown are filthy victims of the sun. all skin red 
  and cracked, plastic things like corolla’s rhinestone glasses 
  melted to them by the heat. the sickness makes it hard 
  to walk but it creeps up pretty slow. sylvia got it first, she 
  gets around on wheels.]
  [surrounding bustown is the otherness: a mythical space 
  that is everything bustown is not.]

  [a blinding flash. darkness. light.]
  [we see the driver and a younger version of sylvia dressed 
  in clean clothes. they say a slow farewell. she watches him 
  leave.]
  [darkness.]
  [we see sylvia alone. we hear birds call.]
  [darkness.]
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  [we see the driver sweating, his uniform dirty.]
the driver phone booth on the highway. handset dangles.
  near where we stopped that day. the place we stopped.
  the petrol station on the outskirts with green umbrellas, party 
  ice sign, picture of an eskimo waving from an igloo. 
  sun beats down, bangs between my eyes. broken windows, 
  dark doorway nobody around, crack in the ground. 
  faded things chucked on the road. birdcage, leopard skin bag, 
  rusted bike twisted wheels, oven, empty cans, bottles  
  smashed to bits, televisions, shopping trolleys. 
  nothing grows black sticks dead trees.
  keep moving. 
  thinking i have found that place we stopped. the place we  
  decided not to go back to the city. but it is not quite right. 
  not the place. not how i remember it. can i remember it alone?
  keep moving.

  [bustown, dawn, a long bus horn sounds, sunlight starts to 
  hit.]
punkbirds wake up bustown. get the wheel turning.
  [we see axel, torana, cressida, jude, corolla, faith and cedric 
  wake up. all scramble to start the day; to get the wheel 
  turning. in their rushing, axel and torana leave a mess.]
  [cressida checks sylvia is sleeping then rummages through 
  her belongings. cressida finds photo of a man and it 
  mesmerises her. sylvia wakes.]
sylvia  ya late. what ya fussing over?
cressida  not fussing.
sylvia  you is, ya fussing.
cressida  not fussing just/
sylvia  you is fussing and you is fiddling when ya should be out 
  turning the wheel.
cressida  you’re not.
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sylvia  what you say?
cressida  you’re not. ya not turning the wheel.
sylvia  i be turning it in me head.
cressida  that be useful.
sylvia   it’s me right ta. i be in charge here. nobody but you be 
  questioning that. it be called respect girly.
  what that ya got?
cressida  nothing. 
sylvia  is something, what is?
  what ya hide?
cressida  nothing. going ma. turn the wheel.
  [sylvia notices an open drawer.]
sylvia  you been in my draws?
cressida  no ma not been near them draws.
sylvia  why they open then?
cressida  me not know.
sylvia  better be truth.
cressida  it be.
sylvia  know what i tell ya.
cressida  hard to forget when ya say it so much.
sylvia  when i ya age/
cressida  when i ya age. any of it true?
sylvia  never be talking to me ma like that way.
cressida  ya ma lie in bed and watch ya all the time? watch ya dream 
  and dress n/
sylvia  me? i was not lucky like you. not live in paradise like this.
cressida  paradise? 
sylvia  that be right. bustown paradise. out there where i come 
  from we was poor and things was sad. i wore spud sack. 
  throw over me head and out i be gone. 
cressida  spud sack match ya skin.
sylvia  no time for being vain back then, granted i be nothing to 
  look on.
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cressida  stop watching me ma, i never be ready.
sylvia  even as a girl i be plain as a scab.
cressida  know it ma, i know it be, cause ya be saying so each waking 
  day.
sylvia  and ya have eyes.
cressida  and i see ya every waking.
sylvia  you got looks girl and it wasn’t from me ya got em but don’t 
  ya let them looks be distracting ya from ya job and from 
  the turning of the wheel.
cressida  hate me job.
sylvia  well learn to love it cause it be yours.
cressida  yeah ma.
  [the photo drops to the ground.]
sylvia   what that be?
cressida  nothing.
sylvia  not nothing what is?
  where ya find?
cressida  in draws.
sylvia  so you be lying to ya ma now.
  ferret daughter snitching through draws with a big fat lying 
  tongue in her head. lying tongue’ll turn ya face to shrivelling.
cressida  who is? in fowtow? who?
sylvia  why you in draws? 
  you no right to ask nothing. you been in me draws.
cressida  who he be?
sylvia  never be seeing it before.
cressida  lying tongue shrivel you more. why you keep hidden?
sylvia  you been in me draws.
cressida  who he be?
sylvia  is me secret and i not tell ya til death bed. give back.
cressida  why?
sylvia  you not need to know. not now. maybe never.
cressida  want to know.
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sylvia  tough then cause you not.
  come here girlie.
cressida  no.
sylvia  come here.
  [she goes to her. sylvia grabs her by the hair.]
  now give me fowtow.
cresssida no.
sylvia  give me back or i’ll tear out ya hair.
  [she gives back the photo.]
  thanks be girlie. now don’t be saying nothing of.
  you be good. one day ya take over from me. one day ya be 
  top dog.
cressida  top dog of this scrapdump.
sylvia  nice. ya need to think of what ya gonna be, not be going 
  stirring up trouble with ya questions n ya snitching in me 
  draws.
cressida  not going be staying here. kill me from the inside with how 
  boring it all be.
sylvia  ya think is better out there?
  you know out there you be chook feed. you not last the 
  time it take to pee.
  look at ya face in the busmirrors girly.
  spend ya days speaking to birds and dreaming you fly away. 
  do that and when i dead whole town fall like shit from back 
  of bird.
cressida  i not listen to this. shit from birdbutt. 
sylvia  you should.
cressida  me work. do the job ya telling me i gotta do.
  the turning of the wheel.
sylvia  the turning of the wheel.
  [cressida leaves.]
  no word about fowtow girlie n bring ya ma an egg?
  [sylvia collapses under the quilt again.] 
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  [cressida stands outside in the sun, looks up to the sky 
  spreads her arms as a call to the birds.]
cressida  [to birds] who it be?
  ya old mangy skeletons should know who be in fowtow. 
  ya be scared the wrinklie be plucking feathers from bones 
  if ya let it slip from ya beaks? 
  [she spits.]
  i find me own answer.
  [she goes.]
x  the scar across the plain, the highway, is quiet.
y  it was busy once. 
x  all sorts of traffic bustling up and down between northcity 
  and south.
y  trucks full of anything you can name, truckies tooting their 
  horns. 
x  families off on holidays, kids squabbling in the back. 
y  salesmen, backpackers, retirees in winnebagos.
x  a circus travelling across the country/
y  procession of trucks, strong men at the wheel/
x  fairy floss and dagwood dogs and clowns who swallowed 
  ping pong balls/
y  giraffes and elephants sneezing in dust.
x  but then the traffic thinned out.
y  the traffic slowed down. 
x  one day it …

  [axel and torana are at the lookout, staring towards the 
  distant highway. they are pretending to drive as they eat 
  pigeonmelon and spit pips like bullets.]
torana  change gear. foot on the clutch ya mong.
axel  it is.
torana  wasn’t before—heard it scrape. pull over.
axel  no.
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torana  pull over.
  [they stop driving.]
  [they eat more melon.]
torana  it be today?
axel  dunno, may be.
torana  could be today. driver come.
axel  could. 
torana  what you think he be wearing?
axel  wearing? why that matter? ya think of it too much.
torana  which way he come?
axel  so many things you ask. and i dunno any. drive more?
  [they spit pips.]
torana  no. he come this way and he know which key and he let us 
  on bus.
  think he give tickets for ride or we swap things for ride?
axel  what we got ta swap?
torana  not much. stuffbear or pony?
axel  nah.
torana  let him feel me teats.
axel  would ya?
torana  why not?
axel  when he done he let us all on freeocharge and take us all 
  away from here.
torana  i miss. when he take us. i miss it here.
axel  miss it?
torana   reckon you would miss too. 
axel  nah.
torana  i be thinking of making somethin so he see us easy. 
  something tall ya can see from longdistance so driver see 
  and come.
  he will come. driver will come. 
axel  signal driver.
both  signal driver. 
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torana  when driver comes he tell it safe to go back to otherness. he 
  say it safe now and we all going back. 
  he take us in doubledeckerbus, all of us in doubledeckerbus 
  see cities oceans lakes transitlounge
axel  if he come. 
torana  will he walk across the plain?
axel  yeah. driver come and save us from all ya boring questions.
   shut ya gob we maybe hearing him coming. 
  [they look out to see if the driver’s coming.]
x/y  we circle above,
y  past a wisp of a cloud, 
x  close to the reach of the sun.
y  ants circle below. 
x  and between us?
y  between birds and insects? 
x  between us?
x/y  bustown. 
y  breathe in deep, can ya smell it?  
x  smell of bus seats. vinyl and sweat. 
y  nothing nowhere beats that.
x  see the yellow bus? that’s where torana and axel were born. 
y  and the silver bus with the fox along the side, how its tail’s 
  peeling off and it wags in the westerly? 
  inside that bus sylvia in a bed, the sickness keeping her there.
x  next door to that is vacant bus waiting for somebody to call 
  it home.
y  and beside that a rusted circus truck full of eyes. stuffed 
  ponies and teddies, unwon sideshow prizes staring out and 
  waiting in that truck with a picture of two women painted 
  on the side.
x  the lincoln sisters.
y  one with a silky beard,
x  the other so fat she could keep ten cannibals alive all winter.
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y  the circus was stopped here that day. 
x  and when they heard about it, 
y  what had happened in the cities,
x  they panicked.
y  shot off in different directions sprouts from a pod. 
x  clowns north,
y  fat ladies south, 
x  acrobats east, 
y  the psychic west, she knew the right way.
x  and they left doubledeckerbus. 
y  shining and glimmering in the sun; doubledeckerbus.
x  brown vinyl seats calling to be sat on,
y  ignition gaping ready for the key.
x  waiting,
y  waiting,
x  waiting
x/y  for the driver
torana  how the driver get here? he walk?
axel  shut up
torana  reckon he ride camel. two humps n eyelashes like fowtow 
  in nationalgeographical.
  hope it be camel. when driver comes. he bring with him 
  the knowing.
axel  stories of places and forgotten of faces.  
torana     hope driver be a man.
axel  why?
torana  why ya think? 
axel  sylvia say he man. 
torana  i hope he be young and tall with eyes like … how she know?
axel  the vision. sylvia know all. driver come across the plain and 
  we jump on board of doubledeckerbus and all go back to 
  the otherness. 
torana  be giving me one night with him first? welcome to bustown.


